Let G Γ be a right-angled Artin group and Aut(G Γ ) be an automorphism group of G Γ . We have constructed a package RAAG (Finite Presentations of Automorphism Groups of rightangled Artin groups Algorithm) package, a GAP package for computation of a finite presentation for the automorphism group of a right-angled Artin group Aut(G Γ ). This package RAAG mainly installs new method to provide a finite presentation for Aut (G Γ ).
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Introduction
Right-angled Artin groups (RAAG) have drawn much attention in geometric group theory, because of their rich subgroup structure and good algorithmic properties. These groups act on cubical complexes and have a variety of useful applications (see [3] , [4] , [9] , [10] and [11] for example) In recent times, the study of automorphism groups of right-angled Artin groups has been of great interest. We denote by Aut (G Γ ) the automorphism group of a group G.We will use Γ to denote a finite simplicial graph (simple graph). We will write that V = V(Γ) = {x 1 , x 2 , …, x n } (n ≥1) for the finite set of vertices and E = E(Γ) ⊂ V × V for the set of edges, viewed as unordered pairs of vertices. The requirement that Γ be simplicial simply means that the diagonal of V × V is excluded from the set of edges. The right-angled Artin group is the group defined by presentation
where the relations are R Γ = {[ x i , x j ] │ x i , x j ∈ V and { x i , x j } ∈ E}
Where [x i , x j ] = x i −1 x j −1 x i x j and ( x i and x j are adjacent if there exists an edge e ∈ E with e = { x i , x j }).
A finite generating set for Aut(G Γ ) the automorphism group of a right-angled Artin group was found by Servatius [14] and Laurence [12] . See [2] , [4] , [5] , [7] , and [13] . In particular, Day has given a finite presentation for the automorphism group of right-angled Artin groups ([6] and [8] ). It is shown in [9] that Aut(
Preliminaries
Let Γ be a finite graph and let G = G Γ be the corresponding right-angled Artin group. Let L = V ∪ V −1 for x ∈ L, we define v(x) ∈ V the vertex of x, to be the unique element of V ∩ {x, The support supp(w) of a k-tuple W = (w 1 , w 2 , …, w k ) of conjugacy classes is
. We define the length of an element g of G Γ to be the length of any graphically reduced word representing g.
Automorphisms of RAAG
In this section we shall give the Laurence-Servatius generators and the definition of Whitehead automorphisms for RAAG. Some other definitions and concepts that are important in our study will be given.
Theorem3.3. [6]
For any graph Γ the group Aut(G Γ ) is finitely presented. Specifically, there is a finite set R of relations among the Whitehead automorphisms Ω such that Aut(G Γ ) = ˂ Ω , R ˃.
Finite Presentation for Aut( )
Day has defined the set of relations R in Theorem 3.3 (see [6] ). We use function composition order and automorphisms act on the left with sets. We have modified the relations (R5) and (R6) of Days definition as follows :
where τ b ∈ I and (a , b) is the graphic automorphism transposing a and b;
(R6) There are two types of R6 relation which are,
, where τ x ∈ I., and
, where ϕ ∈ Aut(G Γ ). automorphisms group of G Γ , compute the F(x)/≪R≫ a finitely group on the generators. In addition, it allows to find the Tietze transformations of a copy of the presentation of the given finitely presented group G Γ by using a GAP function. To write an algorithm to produce this presentation first we find Ω the Whitehead generators set of this group based on Laurence's generators as defined in Section 3.1 and then find the set of relations (R) as defined in Section 3.2. The input of the main function AutGrpOfRAAG(V, E) of the package RAAG is a simple graph Γ = (V, E). A graph with vertex set V of size n always has vertices {1, …, n} and E is a list of pairs of elements of V. For example if Γ is a simple graph with vertex set V = {x 1 , x 2 , where [x, y] denotes an edge joining x to y) then Γ will be represented as ( [1, 2, 3] , [ [1, 2] , [1, 3] , [2, 3] 
GAP Presentation for the Aut( )
x 3 } and edge set E ={[x 1 , x 2 ], [x 1 , x 3 ], [x 2 , x 3 ]} (
]). The output of
AutGrpOfRAAG(V,E) consists of two sets gens and rels, where gens is the list of the
Whitehead generators of Aut(G Γ ) defined in Section 3: and rels is the list of the relators R.
Now we will describe all the functions available from the RAAG package as follows:
StarLink(V, E) Function
The algorithm carries out the following instructions: 
For example:
gap> StarLink( [ 1, 2, 3 ] , [ [ 1, 2 ] , [ 2, 3 ] ] );
[ [ [1, 2] , [ 2, 1, 3 ] 
Deletevertices (St, sV, M, V, E) Function
The algorithm carries out the following instructions: (ii) Append H1 to a list NE and H2 to a list NV.
(iv) Set sNV to the size of NV and sNE to the size of NE.
(v) Return [NV, NE, sNV, sNE].
For example:
gap> Deletevertices( [ [1, 2] , [2, 1, 3] 
Conncomp(E) Function
For example:
gap> Conncomp( [ [1, 2] , [2, 3] , [4, 5] ] );
[ [ [1, 2, 3, -1, -2, -3 ] , [4, 5, -4, -5 ] ], [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] , 5, 2 ]
dfs-visit( i, W, sV, count, color ) Function
The input to dfs-visit is a vertex i of graph B, the weight matrix W of B, the size sV of 
Second type of generators (NV, NE, St, YY) Function
The algorithm carries out the following instructions: sA:=28;
T:=[ "A1", "A2", "A3", "A4", "A5", "A6", "A7", "A8", "A9", "A10", "A11", "A12", "A13", "A14", "A15","A16", "A17", "A18", "A19", "A20", "A21", "A22", "A23", "A24","A25", "A26", "A27", "A28" ];
4,6 First type of generators( E, sV, sA, T) Function
The algorithm carries out the following instructions:
(i) Call the GAP function GraphAutomorphism Group with input the list of edges E and the size of the list of vertices sV of the graph Γ, to give output the automorphism group of the graph Γ.
(ii) Compute Aut Γ (G Γ ) by calling the function Gr:=GraphAutomorphismGroup (E,sV).
(iii) Make Gr into a group by using the function HH:= AsGroup (Gr).
(iv) Find a finite presentation of a finitely presented group KK isomorphic to HH, by using the function KK:= IsomorphismFpGroup(HH) and then replace HH by KK. (xv) Return [gens, sgens, sgenss, Gens3, relvalofF, srelvalofF, Rels1, sRels1, sGens2] .
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For example:
gap> Firsttypeofgenerators( [ [1, 2] , [2, 3] ], 3, 28, [ "A1", "A2", "A3", "A4", "A5", "A6", "A7", "A8", "A9", "A10", "A11", "A12","A13", "A14", "A15", "A16","A17", "A18", "A19", "A20", "A21","A22", "A23","A24","A25", "A26","A27", "A28" ]);
[ [ "A1", "A2", "A3", "A4", "A5", "A6", "A7", "A8", "A9", "A10", "A11","A12", "A13", "A14", "A15", "A16", "A17", "A18", "A19", "A20", "A21", "A22","A23", "A24", "A25", "A26","A27", "A28", "A29","A30", "A31","f1" ], 32, 31, [ "f1" ],
Note:
( [ 2, idx1, idx2, -idx3, idx4, a, b, a ] 
For example:
gap> Relgraut( 28, 31, [ (1, 3) ], 1, 3, 3);
[ [ [ 1, 29 ] , [ 1, 30 ] , [ 1, 31] , [ 0, -29, -30, 29, 30] , [ 0,-29, -31, 29, 31] , [ 0, -30, -29, 30, 29 
AutGrp of RAAG( V, E ) Function
The function AutGrpOfRAAG is the main function in our algorithm. The input of this function is a simple graph Γ = (V,E), where V and E represent the set of vertices and the set of edges respectively. It returns [ F, gens, rels, GGG, sgens, srels ] , where (i) F: is a free group on sgens generators.
(ii) gens: is a list of free generators of the automorphism group Aut(G Γ ) of G Γ (iii) rels: is a list of relations in the generators of the free group. Note that relations are entered as relators, i.e., as words in the generators of the free group.
(iv) GGG:= F/rels: is the automorphism group Aut(G Γ ) of G Γ given as a finite presentation group with generators gens and relators rels.
(v) sgens: is the size of the list of the generators of the automorphism group Aut(G Γ ) of G Γ (vi) srels: is the size of the list of relations rels.
In fact, the main work of this function is to run all the functions above to give a finite presentation for automorphism groups Aut(G Γ ) of G Γ of the function TietzeTrans is a finite presentation of G. The operation returns a group H isomorphic to G, so that the presentation of H has been simplified using Tietze transformations. The algorithm carries out the following instructions:
(i) Call IsomorphismSimplifiedFpGroup the function which applies Tietze transformations to the finite presentation of G to define a homomorphismin hom on a chosen set of generators of G.
(ii) Call Image the function which computes a finitely presented group H on the chosen generators for hom. 
